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ABSTRACT

A European consensus conference on endometrial carcinoma was held in 2014 to produce multi-disciplinary evidence-based guidelines on selected questions. Given the large body of literature on the management of endometrial carcinoma published since 2014, the European Society of Gynaecological Oncology (ESGO), the European Society for Radiotherapy and Oncology (ESTRO), and the European Society of Pathology (ESP) jointly decided to update these evidence-based guidelines and to cover new topics in order to improve the quality of care for women with endometrial carcinoma across Europe and worldwide.

INTRODUCTION

Endometrial carcinoma is the most common gynecological cancer in Europe, with a 5-year prevalence of 34.7% (445 805 cases).1 The estimated number of new endometrial carcinoma cases in Europe in 2018 was 121 578 with 29 638 deaths, and the incidence has been rising with aging and increased obesity of the population. The EUROCARE-5 study, published in 2015, reported a 5-year relative survival of 76% for European women diagnosed with endometrial carcinoma in 2000–2007, ranging from 72.9% in Eastern Europe to 83.2% in Northern Europe.2 The observed geographic difference might be partially attributable to tangible differences in the prevalence of endometrioid sub-types among regions. Furthermore, differences in patient characteristics and histopathologic features of the disease impact both on patient prognosis and the recommended treatment approach.

A consensus conference including representation from the European Society of Medical Oncology (ESMO), the European Society of Gynaecological Oncology (ESGO), and the European Society for Radiotherapy and Oncology (ESTRO) was held in 2014 with the aim to produce multi-disciplinary evidence-based guidelines on 12 selected questions in order to complement the ESMO clinical practice guidelines previously published.3–6 ESGO, ESTRO, and the European Society of Pathology (ESP) jointly decided to update these evidence-based guidelines and, moreover, to cover new topics in order to provide comprehensive guidelines on all relevant issues of diagnosis and treatment in endometrial carcinoma in a multi-disciplinary setting. These guidelines are intended for use by gynecological oncologists, general gynecologists, surgeons, radiation oncologists, pathologists, medical and clinical oncologists, radiologists, general practitioners, palliative care teams, and allied health professionals.

RESPONSIBILITIES

These guidelines are a statement of evidence and consensus of the authors regarding their views of currently accepted approaches for the management of patients with endometrial carcinoma. Any clinician applying or consulting these guidelines is expected to use independent medical judgment in the context of individual clinical circumstances to determine any patient’s care or treatment. These guidelines make no warranties of any kind regarding their content, use, or application, and the authors disclaim any responsibility for their application or use in any way.

METHODS

The guidelines were developed using a five-step process as defined by the ESGO Guideline Committee (see Figure 1). The strengths of the process include creation of a multi-disciplinary international development group, use of scientific evidence and international expert consensus to support the guidelines, and use of an international external review process (physicians and patients). This development process involved three meetings of the international development group chaired by Professor Nicole Concin (Medical University of Innsbruck, Innsbruck, Austria/Evangelische Kliniken Essen-Mitte, Essen, Germany, for ESGO), Professor Carien L Creutzberg (Leiden University Medical Center, Leiden, the Netherlands, for ESTRO), and Professor Xavier Matias-Guiu (Department of Pathology, Hospital Universitari Arnau de Vilanova and Hospital Universitari de Bellvitge, Barcelona, Spain, for ESP).
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ESGO/ESTRO/ESP nominated practising clinicians who are involved in the management of patients with endometrial carcinoma and have demonstrated leadership in the clinical management of patients through research, administrative responsibilities, and/or committee membership to serve on the expert panel. The objective was to assemble a multi-disciplinary panel and it was therefore essential to include professionals from relevant disciplines (gynecological oncology and gynecology, medical, clinical and radiation oncology, pathology) to contribute to the validity and acceptability of the guidelines. To ensure that the statements were evidence based, the current literature was reviewed and critically appraised. A systematic literature review of relevant studies published between January 2014 and June 2019 was carried out using the MEDLINE database (see online supplemental appendix 1). The literature search was limited to publications in English. Priority was given to high-quality systematic reviews, meta-analyses, and randomized controlled trials, but studies of lower levels of evidence were also evaluated. The search strategy excluded editorials, letters, and in vitro studies. The reference list of each identified article was also reviewed for other potentially relevant articles.

The development group developed guidelines for all the topics. The guidelines were retained if they were supported by a sufficiently high level of scientific evidence and/or when a large consensus among experts was obtained. An adapted version of the ‘Infectious Diseases Society of America–United States Public Health Service Grading System’ was used to define the level of evidence and grade of recommendation for each of the recommendations (see Table 1). In the absence of any clear scientific evidence, judgment was based on the professional experience and consensus of the development group.

ESGO/ESTRO/ESP established a large multi-disciplinary panel of practicing clinicians who provide care to patients with endometrial carcinoma to act as independent expert reviewers for the guidelines developed. These reviewers were selected according to their expertise, had to be still involved in clinical practice, and were from different European and non-European countries to ensure global perspective. Patients with endometrial carcinoma were also included. These independent reviewers were asked to evaluate each recommendation according to its relevance and feasibility in clinical practice (only physicians), so that comprehensive quantitative and qualitative evaluations of the guidelines were completed. Patients were asked to evaluate qualitatively each recommendation (according to their experience, personal perceptions, etc).

Table 1 Levels of evidence and grades of recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Levels of evidence</th>
<th>Grades of recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>A: Strong evidence for efficacy with a substantial clinical benefit, strongly recommended</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>B: Strong or moderate evidence for efficacy but with a limited clinical benefit, generally recommended</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>C: Insufficient evidence for efficacy or benefit does not outweigh the risk or the disadvantages (adverse events, costs, etc), optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>D: Moderate evidence against efficacy or for adverse outcome, generally not recommended</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>E: Strong evidence against efficacy or for adverse outcome, never recommended</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 Development process.

Irbleida, Idibell, Universities of Lleida and Barcelona, CIBERONC, Spain, for ESP.
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Evaluations of the external reviewers (n=191) were pooled and discussed by the international development group before finalising the guidelines. The list of the 191 external reviewers is available in online supplemental appendix 2.

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS
► Planning of staging and treatment should be made on a multi-disciplinary basis (generally at a tumor board meeting, composed according to local guidelines) and based on the comprehensive and precise knowledge of prognostic and predictive factors for outcome, morbidity, and quality of life (V, A).
► Patients should be carefully counseled about the suggested diagnostic and treatment plan and potential alternatives, including risks and benefits of all options (V, A).
► Treatment should be undertaken in a specialized center by a dedicated team of specialists in the diagnosis and management of gynecological cancers, especially in high-risk and/or advanced stage disease (V, A).

IDENTIFICATION AND SURVEILLANCE OF WOMEN WITH A PATHOGENIC GERMLINE VARIANT IN A LYNCH SYNDROME-ASSOCIATED GENE

Approximately 3% of all endometrial carcinomas and about 10% of mismatch repair deficient (MMRd)/microsatellite unstable endometrial carcinomas are causally related to germline mutations of one of the MMR genes MLH1, PMS2, MSH2 and MSH6. Testing for MMR status/microsatellite instability (MSI) in endometrial carcinoma patients has been shown to be relevant for four reasons: (1) diagnostic, as MMRd/MSI is considered a marker for endometrioid for MMR status/microsatellite instability (MSI) in endometrial carcinoma samples, irrespective of age.9 This has by The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA, see below for molecular classification); and (4) predictive for potential utility of immune checkpoint inhibitor therapy. The International Society of Gynecological Pathology (ISGyP) has recommended testing for MMR status/MSI in all endometrial carcinoma samples, irrespective of age.5 This has also been recommended in other society statements and recommendations, such as the Manchester International Consensus Group recommendations, whenever resources are available.10

The preferred approach (widely available and cost-effective) to identifying patients with a higher chance of having Lynch syndrome is by MMR-immunohistochemistry (IHC) on well preserved tumor tissue. MMR-IHC is a reliable method to assess MMR status, and in addition provides information on the altered gene/protein. ISGyP guidelines therefore recommend MMR-IHC as the preferred test.9 MMR-IHC consists of the assessment of the expression of four MMR proteins (MLH1, PMS2, MSH6, and MSH2). A simplified two-antibody (PMS2 and MSH6) approach has been proposed as a cost-effective alternative.11–13 This procedure still requires performing MLH1 and MSH2 IHC in cases with any abnormal staining of PMS2 and/or MSH6. Molecular analyses for the microsatellite status (MSI-test) are an alternative, but are more laborious, require non-neoplastic tissue, are more expensive, and do not provide information on the gene affected. For optimal pre-selection of patients at risk for having Lynch syndrome, both approaches require the analysis of MLH1 promoter methylation status in cases with loss of MLH1/PMS2 expression. Testing for MMRd by IHC or MSI by PCR-based methods does not allow direct identification of patients with Lynch syndrome since MMRd/MSI is frequently due to sporadic events such as bi-allelic somatic mutations or hypermethylation. In the absence of hypermethylation, referral to genetic counseling is recommended to evaluate the presence of a germline mutation. When familial history is highly suspicious of Lynch syndrome, genetic counseling is recommended independent of the MMR status.

The cumulative incidences for cancer depend on the specific mutation in women with Lynch syndrome. For endometrial carcinoma, the cumulative incidences at 70 years are 34%, 51%, 49%, and 24% for MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, and PMS2 mutation carriers, respectively, and for ovarian cancer 11%, 15%, 0%, and 0%, respectively.14 Furthermore, the age of cancer onset in Lynch syndrome varies among specific mutated genes and types of mutations.15 Ryan et al suggest gynecological surveillance to be appropriate from age 30 years for those with MSH2 mutations, from age 35 years for those with nontruncating MLH1 mutations, and from age 40 years for those with MSH6 and truncating MLH1 mutations. Women with heterozygous PMS2 mutations do not warrant gynecological surveillance because their absolute risk of gynecological cancer is very low. As part of a retrospective study, Lachiewicz et al reported a risk of any occult malignancy during prophylactic surgery for women with Lynch syndrome or hereditary non-polyposis colorectal cancer to be up to 17%.16 Thus, these patients should be counseled about the risk of detection of gynecological cancer at prophylactic surgery.

Recommendations
► To identify patients with Lynch syndrome and triage for germline mutational analysis, MMR IHC (plus analysis of MLH1 promoter methylation status in case of immunohistochemical loss of MLH1/PMS2 expression) or MSI tests should be performed in all endometrial carcinomas, irrespective of histologic subtype of the tumor (II, B).
► Endometrial carcinoma patients identified as having an increased risk of Lynch syndrome should be offered genetic counseling (II, B).
► Surveillance for endometrial carcinoma in Lynch syndrome mutation carriers should in general start at the age of 35 years; however, individual factors need to be taken into consideration (tailored surveillance programs). The decision on the starting age of surveillance should integrate knowledge on the specific mutation and history of onset of events in the family (IV, B).
► Surveillance of the endometrium by annual transvaginal ultrasound (TVUS) and annual or biennial biopsy until hysterectomy should be considered in all Lynch syndrome mutation carriers (IV, B).
► Hysterectomy and bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy to prevent endometrial and ovarian cancer should be performed at the completion of childbearing and preferably before the age of 40 years. All the pros and cons of prophylactic surgery must be discussed including the risk of occult gynecological cancer detection at prophylactic surgery. Estrogen replacement therapy should be suggested if bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy is performed in pre-menopausal women (IV, B).
Molecular markers for endometrial carcinoma diagnosis and as determinants for treatment decisions

Different types of endometrial carcinoma have specific histological and molecular features, precursor lesions and natural histories. Conventional pathologic analysis remains an important tool for tumor stratification, but suffers from inter-observer variation. Different groups have applied a diagnostic algorithm using three immunohistochemical markers (p53, MSH6 and PMS2) and one molecular test (mutation analysis of the exonuclease domain of POLE) to identify prognostic groups analogous to the TCGA molecular-based classification. To apply this molecular classification, all these diagnostic tests need to be performed. Performing one of the surrogate marker tests in isolation is insufficient, as a combination of positive tests can occur in approximately 5% of all carcinomas. The diagnostic algorithm to classify these so-called 'multiple classifiers' has been described recently. In addition, endometrial carcinoma should only be classified as POLE-mutated (POLEMut) when variantic variants of POLE are identified in the gene's exonuclease domain.

This surrogate marker approach to the molecular-based classification has been demonstrated to be prognostically informative in low-, intermediate-, and high-risk endometrial carcinoma. Smaller studies showed that the molecular classification is also applicable to non-endometrioid tumors including serous, clear cell, undifferentiated carcinomas, and uterine carcinosarcomas. For adjuvant treatment recommendations, the molecular classification seems to be particularly relevant in the context of high-grade and/or high-risk endometrial carcinomas. Application of the molecular classification in high-grade and/or high-risk endometrial carcinomas shows that there is a group of patients with an excellent prognosis—that is, the POLEMut tumors—and a group with a poor prognosis—that is, the p53-abnormal (p53abn) tumors. Endometrial carcinomas with MMRd or non-specific molecular profile (NSMP) have an intermediate prognosis. However, the molecular surrogate is not perfect. Immunohistochemical demonstration of p53abn is a good but not perfect surrogate of TP53 mutation. Furthermore, a small proportion of high copy number tumors do not show TP53 mutations. To minimize these limitations, an integrated analysis combining traditional pathologic and molecular results seems ideal. In low-risk endometrioid carcinomas, the molecular classification may not be required.

The proposed molecular classification of endometrial carcinoma is clinically feasible using a limited set of diagnostic tests. Using this novel classification is encouraged. All diagnostic tests should be performed in conjunction due to the occurrence of ‘double classifiers’. Clinical management may be particularly impacted by the molecular classification in scenarios where adjuvant chemotherapy is considered (high-grade/high-risk disease). Thus, these cases should be prioritized when there is a lack of sufficient resources to perform this classification on all endometrial carcinomas. If molecular classification tools are not available, endometrial carcinoma classification should be based on traditional pathologic features.

There is still room for other biomarkers that may be potentially useful in the big group of low-grade endometrioid carcinoma with NSMP, such as L1CAM expression or mutations in CTNNB1.

Recomendations

- Molecular classification is encouraged in all endometrial carcinomas, especially high-grade tumors (IV, B).
- POLE mutation analysis may be omitted in low-risk and intermediate-risk endometrial carcinoma with low-grade histology (IV, C).

Definition of prognostic risk groups integrating molecular markers

There is overwhelming evidence that traditional pathologic features, such as histopathologic type, grade, myometrial invasion, and lymphovascular space invasion (LVI), are important in assessing prognosis, as recommended in the ISGyP guidelines. Histopathologic typing should be performed according to the WHO Classification of Tumors (5th edition). A binary International Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics (FIGO) grading is recommended, which considers grade 1 and grade 2 carcinomas as low-grade and grade 3 carcinomas as high-grade. For the assessment of myometrial invasion, account needs to be taken of the endo-myojunction which is undulating. Focal LVI is defined by the presence of a single focus around the tumor, substantial LVI as multifocal or diffused arrangement of LVI or the presence of tumor cells in five or more lymphovascular spaces. The molecular classification adds another layer of information to the conventional morphologic features and therefore should be integrated in the pathologic report.

Recommendations

- Histopathologic type, grade, myometrial invasion, and LVI (no/focal/substantial) should be recorded in all patients with endometrial carcinoma (V, A).
- The definition of prognostic risk groups is presented in Table 2 for both situations when molecular classification is known or unknown.

Pre- and intra-operative work-up

Risk group allocation on biopsy according to the WHO Classification of Tumors (5th edition) and FIGO grading of endometrial carcinoma is required for adequate planning of therapy. Histopathologic grade has prognostic relevance. A modified binary FIGO grading is recommended lumping together grade 1 and grade 2 endometrioid carcinomas as low-grade and grade 3 as high-grade.

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) techniques are highly specific in the assessment of deep myometrial invasion, cervical stromal involvement, and lymph node metastasis. The diagnostic performance of TVUS and MRI for detecting myometrial invasion in endometrial carcinoma is quite similar. Of note, preoperative ultrasound assessment of deep myometrial and cervical stromal invasion in endometrial carcinoma is best performed by an expert sonographer as, compared with gynecologists, they show a greater degree of agreement with histopathology and greater inter-observer reproducibility. Positron emission tomography (PET) scanning has an excellent specificity for the pre-operative assessment of lymph node metastases in patients with endometrial carcinoma. Its moderate sensitivity for detecting lymph node metastases during pre-perative staging probably reflects the need...
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Table 2  Definition of prognostic risk groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk group</th>
<th>Molecular classification unknown</th>
<th>Molecular classification known†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>• Stage IA endometrioid + low-grade‡ + VSI negative or focal</td>
<td>• Stage I–II POLEmut endometrial carcinoma, no residual disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Stage IB endometrioid + low-grade‡ + VSI negative or focal</td>
<td>• Stage IA MMRd/NSNP endometrioid carcinoma + low-grade‡ + VSI negative or focal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Stage IA endometrioid + high-grade‡ + VSI negative or focal</td>
<td>• Stage IA MMRd/NSNP endometrioid carcinoma + high-grade‡ + VSI negative or focal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Stage IA non-endometrioid (serous, clear cell, undifferentiated carcinoma, carcinosarcoma, mixed) without myometrial invasion</td>
<td>• Stage IA p53abn and/or non-endometrioid (serous, clear cell, undifferentiated carcinoma, carcinosarcoma, mixed) without myometrial invasion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>• Stage I endometrioid + substantial VSI regardless of grade and depth of invasion</td>
<td>• Stage I MMRd/NSNP endometrioid carcinoma + substantial VSI regardless of grade and depth of invasion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Stage IB endometrioid high-grade‡ regardless of VSI status</td>
<td>• Stage IB MMRd/NSNP endometrioid carcinoma high-grade‡ regardless of VSI status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Stage II endometrioid</td>
<td>• Stage II MMRd/NSNP endometrioid carcinoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High–intermediate</td>
<td>• Stage III–IV A with no residual disease</td>
<td>• Stage III–IV A MMRd/NSNP endometrioid carcinoma with no residual disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Stage I–IV A non-endometrioid (serous, clear cell, undifferentiated carcinoma, carcinosarcoma, mixed) with myometrial invasion, and with no residual disease</td>
<td>• Stage I–IV A p53abn endometrial carcinoma with myometrial invasion, with no residual disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>• Stage III–IV A with residual disease</td>
<td>• Stage I–IV A NSNP/MMRd serous, undifferentiated carcinoma, carcinosarcoma with myometrial invasion, with no residual disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Stage IVB endometrioid</td>
<td>• Stage I–IV A NSNP/MMRd serous, undifferentiated carcinoma, carcinosarcoma with myometrial invasion, with no residual disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>• Stage III–IV A with residual disease</td>
<td>• Stage III–IV A with residual disease of any molecular type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>metastatic</td>
<td>• Stage IBV endometrioid</td>
<td>• Stage IVB of any molecular type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*For stage III–IVA POLEmut endometrial carcinoma and stage I–IVA MMRd or NSNP clear cell carcinoma with myometrial invasion, insufficient data are available to allocate these patients to a prognostic risk group in the molecular classification. Prospective registries are recommended.
†See text on how to assign double classifiers (eg, patients with both POLEmut and p53abn should be managed as POLEmut).
‡According to the binary FIGO grading, grade 1 and grade 2 carcinomas are considered as low-grade and grade 3 carcinomas are considered as high-grade.

VSI, lymphovascular space invasion; MMRd, mismatch repair deficient; NSMP, non-specific molecular profile; p53abn, p53 abnormal; POLEmut, polymerase-mutated.

for a sufficient number of neoplastic cells to induce 18F-fluoro-2-deoxy-D-glucose hypermetabolism.39-100 The usefulness of maximal standardized uptake value in classifying patients into pre-defined risk groups is limited.101 A pre-operative CT scan has a clinical utility in patients with endometrial carcinoma in detecting metastatic disease.102-103

Frozen section of endometrial biopsy material is obsolete. Myometrial invasion should not be assessed by frozen section of endometrial biopsy material is obsolete. Histopathologic tumor type and grade in endometrial biopsy is required (IV, A). This can be done either retrospectively or prospectively. Myometrial invasion should not be assessed by frozen section because of poor reproducibility and agreement with definitive paraffin sections. Since sentinel node biopsy is increasingly used, the need for intra-operative assessment of myometrial invasion has become less important. Moreover, some of the biomarkers that have been proposed require optimal management of the surgical specimen with high quality pre-analytical issues such as appropriate fixation conditions. Performing frozen sections can lead to incorrect control of pre-analytical conditions, sometimes even leading to incorrect assessment of VSI due to artifactual displacement of tumor cells into vascular spaces during processing. In addition, the freezing of tissue before fixation and further processing interferes with an optimal pre-analytical procedure required for standardized histopathologic diagnosis.

Recommendations
► Histopathologic tumor type and grade in endometrial biopsy is required (IV, A).
► Pre-operative mandatory work-up includes: family history; general assessment and inventory of co-morbidities; geriatric assessment, if appropriate; clinical examination, including pelvic examination; expert transvaginal or transrectal ultrasound or pelvic MRI (IV, C).
► Depending on clinical and pathologic risk, additional imaging modalities (thoracic, abdominal and pelvic CT scan, MRI, PET scan, or ultrasound) should be considered to assess ovarian, nodal, peritoneal, and other sites of metastatic disease (IV, C).

Intra-operative frozen section is not encouraged for myometrial invasion assessment because of poor reproducibility and interference with adequate pathologic processing (IV, A).

**EARLY STAGE DISEASE**

**Surgical management of apparent stage I/II endometrial carcinomas**

Minimally invasive approach

Two randomized prospective studies comparing minimally invasive with open surgeries showed similar survival with quicker recovery with the minimally invasive approach. More recently, pooled analyses of randomized prospective studies including, notably, these two studies and multiple retrospective and prospective studies also support the use of minimally invasive surgery for patients including those with high-risk endometrial carcinoma.

Recommendations

- Minimally invasive surgery is the preferred surgical approach, including patients with high-risk endometrial carcinoma (I, A).
- Any intra-peritoneal tumor spillage, including tumor rupture or morcellation (including in a bag), should be avoided (III, B).
- If vaginal extraction risks uterine rupture, other measures should be taken (eg, mini-laparotomy, use of endobag) (II, B).
- Tumors with metastases outside the uterus and cervix (excluding lymph node metastases) are relative contraindications for minimally invasive surgery (III, B).

Standard surgical procedures

In a randomized controlled trial comparing modified radical (Piver–Rutledge class I) hysterectomy to the standard extraperitoneal (Piver–Rutledge class I) or simple total hysterectomy in stage I endometrial carcinoma, Signorelli et al showed no differences in locoregional control and survival. The high risk of microscopic omental metastases in stage I serous and undifferentiated endometrial carcinoma and in carcinosarcoma suggests that omentectomy should be part of staging surgery in these patients. The low rate of omental metastases in apparent clinical stage I endometrioid and clear cell carcinoma does not justify the procedure. Although the risk of having occult (microscopic) omental metastases in carcinosarcoma is around 6%, staging omentectomy in these women is suggested. Identification of these cases will allow inclusion of patients with advanced stage disease into clinical trials. Positive peritoneal cytology correlates with poor prognostic factors and poor survival; however, it is not part of FIGO staging and unclear if this should influence treatment decisions.

Recommendations

- Standard surgery is total hysterectomy with bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy without vaginal cuff resection (II, A).
- Staging infracolic omentectomy should be performed in clinical stage I serous endometrial carcinoma, carcinosarcoma, and undifferentiated carcinoma. It can be omitted in clear cell and endometrioid carcinoma in stage I disease (IV, B).
- Surgical re-staging can be considered in previously incompletely staged patients with high-intermediate-risk/high-risk disease if the outcome might have an implication for adjuvant treatment strategy (IV, B).

Lymph node staging

Sentinel node biopsy has been introduced as an alternative to lymph node dissection for lymph node staging and, if done according to state-of-art principles, a negative sentinel node is accepted to confirm pN0. Multiple studies, including prospective cohort ones, confirmed high sensitivity of sentinel lymph node status for lymph node staging in patients with early-stage endometrial carcinoma and support the impact of sentinel lymph node biopsy on surgical management and indications for adjuvant therapies. More intensive pathologic assessment of sentinel lymph node (sentinel lymph node ultrastaging) supports the detection of small metastases which could be missed by standard evaluation. Sentinel lymph node biopsy without dissection of other pelvic lymph nodes is associated with substantially lower risk of post-operative morbidity, especially lower leg lymphedema. In a large group of patients with low-risk (myometrial invasion <50%, low-grade) endometrial carcinoma with sentinel lymph node biopsy, lymph node involvement was found in 6% of patients, half of them identified by pathologic ultrastaging. Patients with tumors without myometrial invasion did not have any positive sentinel lymph nodes. Four prospective cohort trials have shown high sensitivity to detect pelvic lymph node metastases and a high negative predictive value by applying a sentinel lymph node algorithm in high-risk/high-grade endometrial carcinomas in the hands of experienced surgeons. Recently, a randomized controlled trial highlighted that the use of indocyanine green instead of methylene blue dye resulted in a significant increase in sentinel lymph node detection rates per hemipelvis in women with endometrial carcinoma undergoing minimally invasive surgery. Retrospective studies showed a similar prognosis for patients after full lymphadenectomy and sentinel lymph node biopsy only. High bilateral pelvic sentinel lymph node detection can be achieved when the tracer is injected into the cervix. A higher sentinel lymph node detection rate has been reported using near-infrared fluorescence in comparison to other techniques. A worse prognosis is associated with the presence of nodal micrometastases, especially in patients who do not receive adjuvant treatment. There is no evidence that the presence of isolated tumor cells (ITCs) has an impact on prognosis, and similar to other tumor sites, the stage would be pN0(i+). If pelvic lymph node involvement is reported either by sentinel lymph node frozen section or by the final pathology, para-aortic staging can be considered, either by imaging (with all limitations of the imaging modalities) or by surgery. It should be noted that, based on data from two large randomized trials, lymph node staging does not have a therapeutic value but is done to assess the extent of disease and to provide information for adjuvant treatment decisions. Frozen section on specimens regarded as sentinel lymph nodes can confirm the presence of lymph nodes and macrometastases but should not replace adequate pathologic processing and ultrastaging.

Recommendations

- Sentinel lymph node biopsy can be considered for staging purposes in patients with low-risk/intermediate-risk disease. It can be omitted in cases without myometrial invasion. Systematic lymphadenectomy is not recommended in this group (II, A).
- Sentinel lymph node staging should be performed in patients with high-intermediate-risk/high-risk disease. Sentinel
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lymph node biopsy is an acceptable alternative to systematic lymphadenectomy for lymph node staging in stage I/II (III, B).

- If sentinel lymph node biopsy is performed (II, A):
  - Indocyanine green with cervical injection is the preferred detection technique.
  - Tracer re-injection is an option if sentinel lymph node is not visualized upfront.
  - Side-specific systematic lymphadenectomy should be performed in high–intermediate-risk/high-risk patients if sentinel lymph node is not detected on either pelvic side.
  - Pathologic ultrastaging of sentinel lymph nodes is recommended.

- When a systematic lymphadenectomy is performed, pelvic and para-aortic infrarenal lymph node dissection is suggested (III, B).

- Presence of both macrometastases and micrometastases (<2 mm, pN1(mi)) is regarded as a metastatic involvement (IV, C).

- The prognostic significance of ITCs, pN0(i+), is still uncertain (IV, C).

- If pelvic lymph node involvement is found intra-operatively, further systematic pelvic lymph node dissection should be omitted. However, debulking of enlarged lymph nodes and para-aortic staging can be considered (IV, B).

Recommendations

- Option for ovarian preservation and salpingectomy in stage I/II

  A meta-analysis showed that there was no significant difference in overall survival between patients treated with ovarian preservation and bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy. A similar result was achieved in young and pre-menopausal women. Disease-free survival of patients whose ovaries were preserved was slightly compromised, but this was not statistically significant. Ovarian preservation can be cautiously considered in specific clinical situations when treating young and pre-menopausal women with early stage endometrial carcinoma because it is not associated with a significant adverse impact on survival. Salpingectomy during hysterectomy is recommended to decrease the risk of high-grade serous ovarian carcinoma. Ovarian preservation is not recommended in patients with cancer family history involving ovarian cancer risk (eg, BRCA mutation, Lynch syndrome, etc), but oocyte cryopreservation might be considered.

Fertility preservation

Work-up for fertility preservation treatments

Fertility-sparing treatments should be considered in patients with atypical hyperplasia/endometrioid intra-epithelial neoplasia (AH/EIN) or grade 1 endometrioid carcinoma without myometrial invasion. There are very few published data on patients with stage I A grade 2 endometrioid carcinoma without myometrial invasion who received fertility-sparing treatment with combined oral medroxyprogesterone acetate/levonorgestrel intrauterine system. Although results are encouraging, this treatment should only be considered by experienced gynecological oncologists using well-defined protocols with detailed patient information and close follow-up.

Hysteroscopic biopsy is suggested, based on its higher agreement with the final diagnosis compared with dilatation and curettage. Although hysteroscopy seems to be associated with a higher rate of positive peritoneal cytology, it seems not to have a negative impact on survival. Expert vaginal ultrasound examination can be used instead of pelvic MRI. Its high diagnostic performance allows the detection of myometrial invasion and cervical carcinoma, radical hysterectomy did not show a significant survival benefit for either overall survival or progression-free survival compared with simple hysterectomy. The result remained consistent after it was adjusted for the possible impact of adjuvant radiotherapy.

Recommendations

- Total hysterectomy with bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy and lymph node staging is the surgical standard of care in patients with stage II endometrial carcinoma (IV, B).

- More extensive procedures should only be performed if required to achieve free surgical margins (IV, B).

Medically unfit patients

It is rare for patients to be unfit for surgery, but medical co-morbidities, which increasingly include morbid obesity, can preclude surgery due to high operative and peri-operative risks. Ideally, assessment should be undertaken in a center with specialist anesthetic experience in managing these high-risk patients. Definitive radiotherapy with brachytherapy, external beam radiation therapy (EBRT) or the combination of both modalities can be considered.
stomal invasion with respect to final pathologic examination. Ultrasound should be performed by an expert sonographer (a practitioner who spends a significant part of her/his time undertaking ultrasound examinations in gynecology and gynecologic oncology and has fulfilled the minimum training requirements for level 3 following the recommendations of the European Federation of Societies for Ultrasound in Medicine and Biology).274

There is currently a lack of high-quality evidence regarding the correlation between weight loss and reduction of risk of recurrence/increased survival in patients with endometrial carcinoma, especially with respect to fertility-sparing treatment.275 Diabetes mellitus does not seem to affect the outcome of conservative treatment in women with AH/EIN or early endometrial carcinoma.276 Conversely, the use of metformin seems associated with an improvement in overall survival for patients with endometrial carcinoma and a reduced risk of cancer relapse.277 In addition, metformin is associated with improvement in the overall survival of patients with endometrial carcinoma with diabetes.

**Recommendations**

- Patients who are candidates for fertility-preserving treatment must be referred to specialized centers. Fertility-sparing treatment should be considered only in patients with AH/EIN or grade 1 endometrioid endometrial carcinoma without myometrial invasion and without genetic risk factors (V, A).
- In these patients, endometrial biopsy, preferably through hysteroscopy, must be performed (III, A).
- AH/EIN or grade 1 endometrioid endometrial carcinoma must be confirmed/diagnosed by a pathologist experienced in gynecological pathology (V, A).
- Radiologic imaging to assess the extension of the disease must be performed. An expert ultrasound examination can substitute pelvic MRI scan (III, B).
- Patients must be informed that fertility-sparing treatment is not a standard treatment. Only patients who strongly desire to preserve fertility should be treated conservatively. Patients must be willing to accept close follow-up and be informed of the need for future hysterectomy in case of failure of treatment and/or after pregnancies (V, A).

**Management and follow-up for fertility preservation**

To date, there are no available randomized controlled trials comparing different methods of conservative treatment in women with AH/EIN or presumed stage IA grade 1 endometrioid carcinoma. Existing data suggest that patients who received hysteroscopic resection followed by progestin therapy achieve the highest complete remission rate compared with other existing fertility-preserving treatments.263–269 278–295 Intrauterine progestin therapy such as levonorgestrel-releasing intrauterine system combined with gonadotropin-release hormone receptor agonist/progestin have a satisfactory pregnancy rate and low recurrence rate. Patients who received oral progestin only might be more likely to recur and have more systemic adverse effects.

**Recommendations**

- All patients should be evaluated before and after the fertility-sparing treatment at a fertility clinic (IV, C).
- Hysteroscopic resection prior to progestin therapy can be considered (III, B).
- Medroxyprogesterone acetate (400–600 mg/day) or megestrol acetate (160–320 mg/day) is the recommended treatment. Treatment with levonorgestrel intrauterine device in combination with oral progestins with or without gonadotropin-releasing hormone analogs can also be considered (IV, B).
- In order to assess response, hysteroscopic guided biopsy and imaging at 3–4 and 6 months must be performed. If no response is achieved after 6 months, standard surgical treatment is recommended (IV, B).
- Continuous hormonal treatment should be considered in responders who wish to delay pregnancy (IV, B).
- Strict surveillance is recommended every 6 months with TVUS and physical examination. During follow-up, hysteroscopic and endometrial biopsy should be performed only in case of abnormal uterine bleeding or atypical ultrasound findings (IV, B).
- Fertility-sparing treatment can be considered for intrauterine recurrences only in highly selected cases under strict surveillance (IV, C).
- Hysterectomy and bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy is recommended after childbearing due to a high recurrence rate. Preservation of the ovaries can be considered depending on age and genetic risk factors (IV, B).

**Synchronous presentation of low-grade endometrioid endometrial and ovarian carcinomas**

Adnexal involvement by endometrial carcinoma is currently a parameter important in FIGO staging and has an impact on overall survival rate.296 It was shown that patients with simultaneous involvement of the endometrium and ovary by low-grade endometrioid carcinoma had a favorable outcome. This suggested that they were synchronous primary tumors rather than metastatic sites. Several criteria have been used in the past to distinguish between endometrial carcinoma with ovarian metastasis and synchronous primary tumors.297 298 However, these were not easy to apply.

Recent studies have shown that, for low-grade endometrioid carcinomas, there is a clonal relationship between endometrial and ovarian carcinomas in the vast majority of cases, indicating that the carcinoma arises in the endometrium and extends secondarily to the ovary.299 300 In the most recent edition of WHO (2020) it is mentioned that patients with clonally related low-grade endometrioid carcinomas should be managed without adjuvant treatment (as if they were two independent primaries) when fulfilling the following criteria: (1) low-grade endometrioid morphology, (2) no more than superficial myometrial invasion, (3) absence of LVSI, and (4) absence of additional metastases.33 301

**Recommendation**

- If all WHO 2020 criteria mentioned above are met and the ovarian carcinoma is pT1a, no adjuvant treatment is recommended (III, B).

**ADJUVANT TREATMENT**

Adjuvant treatment recommendations for endometrial carcinoma strongly depend on the prognostic risk group (see Table 2 for
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definitions of the prognostic risk groups with and without knownmolecular classification).

Low risk
For patients with low-risk endometrial carcinoma, no adjuvanttreatment is recommended based on data from multiple randomizedtrials. For patients with stage I–II POLEmut endometrial carcino-
nomas, no adjuvant treatment seems justifiable based on the data
from independent series showing very few recurrences and also
cases of observation. For stage III patients, however, there
are only indirect data to support this, as all cases with advanced
disease had adjuvant treatment. In the molecular analysis of the
PORTEC-3 trial of high-risk endometrial carcinoma, those with
POLEmut endometrioid carcinoma had an excellent outcome in both
arms. However, both trial arms included EBRT. Prospective regis-
tration (preferably in national or international studies) of POLEmut
endometrial carcinoma cases with treatment and outcome data is
strongly recommended.

Recommendations
► For patients with low-risk endometrial carcinoma, no adjuvant
treatment is recommended (I, A).
► When molecular classification is known:
  - For patients with endometrial carcinoma stage I–II, low-risk
    based on pathogenic POLE-mutation, omission of adjuvant
    treatment should be considered (III, A).
  - For the rare patients with endometrial carcinoma stage
    III–IVA and pathogenic POLE-mutation, there are no out-
    come data with the omission of the adjuvant treatment.
    Prospective registration is recommended (IV, C).

Intermediate risk
Adjuvant brachytherapy provides excellent vaginal control and
high survival rates, similar to those after adjuvant EBRT in this
intermediate-risk population, as shown in large randomized trials,
particularly the PORTEC-2 trial and Swedish trial. It was also
shown that only the small minority of patients with higher risk
based on substantial LVSI, p53abn, or L1CAM overexpression had
an elevated rate of pelvic recurrence with vaginal brachytherapy
than those who had EBRT. Therefore, the intermediate-risk category
only includes those with none or only focal LVSI and no p53abn.
In a Danish population study it was confirmed that the risk of locoregional relapse was higher (about 14%) with omission of vaginal
brachytherapy, but that overall survival was not different due to
treatment of relapse. Therefore, no adjuvant treatment is an
option in this group, especially for patients aged <60 years who
have a lower risk of relapse.

MMRd and, especially, NSMP cancers form the majority of
domiCendometrioid carcinomas and have an intermediate prognosis, in
between POLEmut (excellent prognosis) and p53abn carcinomas
(unfavorable prognosis). Findings of prior large randomized trials
in high–intermediate-risk endometrial carcinoma are therefore
mainly applicable to MMRd and NSMP endometrioid carcinomas in
this intermediate-risk category.

It has to be stressed that p53abn carcinomas restricted to
a polyp or without myometrial invasion were not included in the
randomized trials and the value of chemotherapy and of EBRT are
uncertain. Since the studies mentioned above did not include and/or
did not address non-endometrioid (and/or p53abn) carcinomas
without myometrial invasion, there are very few specific available
data on the best treatment for stage IA non-endometrioid carci-
nomas (serous, clear cell, undifferentiated carcinoma, carcinosar-
coma, mixed) without myometrial invasion. Some case series and
a recent analysis using the US National Cancer Data Base suggest
that adjuvant chemotherapy (with or without vaginal brachytherapy)
might improve survival, while other reports showed good outcomes
with vaginal brachytherapy only. Therefore, these carcinomas
have been grouped in the intermediate-risk category and adjuvant
therapy should be discussed on a case-by-case basis until more
progressive data are available.

Recommendations
► Adjuvant brachytherapy can be recommended to decrease
  vaginal recurrence (I, A).
► Omission of adjuvant brachytherapy can be considered (III, C),
  especially for patients aged <60 years (II, A).
► When molecular classification is known, POLEmut and p53abn
  with myometrial invasion have specific recommendations (see
  respective recommendations for low- and high-risk).
► For p53abn carcinomas restricted to a polyp or without myome-
  trial invasion, adjuvant therapy is generally not recommended
  (III, C).

High–intermediate risk (pN0 after lymph node staging)
The definition of high–intermediate risk has changed in compar-
ison with the ESMO-ESGO-ESTRO consensus conference. In the
current prognostic risk group classification (see Table 2), stage IA
domiCendrioid carcinomas are only included if there is substantial
LVSI. This high–intermediate-risk group also includes stage IB
low-grade endometrioid with substantial LVSI, and stage IB high-
grade endometrioid carcinomas regardless of LVSI, and stage II
domiCendrioid carcinomas. In view of the higher risk of recurrence
in this newly classified group (even with negative nodes), adjuvant
brachytherapy can be recommended to decrease vaginal recur-
rence. In the case of substantial LVSI and/or stage II, EBRT can be
considered as it has been shown to reduce the risk of pelvic and
para-aortic nodal relapse.

In two older randomized controlled trials there was no
difference between adjuvant chemotherapy alone and EBRT
alone in recurrence-free and overall survival. In the NSGO/EO
t trial and the PORTEC-3 trials, the combination of chemotherapy
and radiotherapy seemed to provide better recurrence-free and
overall survival outcomes respectively compared with radiotherapy
alone. The GOG-249 trial did not find benefit in recurrence-
free or overall survival from three cycles of chemotherapy with
brachytherapy compared with EBRT alone. Molecular analysis of
PORTEC-3 trial tissues suggested no benefit of chemotherapy
for MMRd carcinomas. Omission of adjuvant treatment is an
option and this should be considered only when close follow-up
is guaranteed to ensure detection and prompt treatment of recur-
rence at an early stage.

Recommendations
► Adjuvant brachytherapy can be recommended to decrease
  vaginal recurrence (II, B).
► EBRT can be considered for substantial LVS1 and for stage II (I, B).
► Adjuvant chemotherapy can be considered, especially for high-grade and/or substantial LVS1 (II, C).
► Omission of any adjuvant treatment is an option (IV, C).
► When molecular classification is known, POLEmut and p53abn have specific recommendations (see respective recommendations for low- and high-risk).

High–intermediate risk cN0/pNx (lymph node staging not performed)
In view of the recent randomized trials GOG-249 (for stage I and II endometrial carcinomas with high-risk factors or serous or clear cell histology), the PORTEC-3 trial and the older GOG-99 trial, adjuvant EBRT is recommended in case of substantial LVS1 or stage II.302 316 320 322 Additional chemotherapy can be considered, especially for high-grade carcinomas, based on the PORTEC-3 trial, but the question remains whether the benefit outweighs the toxicity for stage I–II endometrioid carcinomas, and multi-disciplinary shared decision-making is needed.320 Molecular analysis of PORTEC-3 trial tissues suggested no benefit of chemotherapy for MMRd carcinomas.323 325 Adjuvant brachytherapy alone can be considered for LVS1 negative cases and for stage II grade 1 disease.

Recommendations
► Adjuvant EBRT is recommended, especially for substantial LVS1 and/or for stage II (I, A).
► Additional adjuvant chemotherapy can be considered, especially for high-grade and/or substantial LVS1 (II, B).
► Adjuvant brachytherapy alone can be considered for high-grade LVS1 negative and for stage II grade 1 endometrioid carcinomas (II, B).
► When molecular classification is known, POLEmut and p53abn have specific recommendations (see respective recommendations for low- and high-risk).

High risk
The risk category changes also have a substantial impact on this category. Some carcinomas designated as high risk in the ESMO-ESGO-ESTRO consensus conference are not included anymore in the high-risk sub-group in these ESGO-ESTRO-ESP guidelines.3-5 High-risk carcinomas are now either stage III–IVA without residual disease or stage I–IVA p53abn or non-endometrioid carcinomas without residual disease with myometrial invasion (for specifics see Table 2).

In 2019 the updated results of the PORTEC-3 trial, with a longer median follow-up of 72 months and with 75% of participants having reached 5 years of follow-up, were published.323 In this trial comparing combined chemotherapy and radiotherapy (two cycles of cisplatin during radiotherapy followed by four cycles of carboplatin-paclitaxel) with radiotherapy alone, a statistically significant 5% overall survival benefit at 5 years and a 7% failure-free survival benefit was seen in the combined therapy group compared with radiotherapy alone. The greatest overall survival difference was seen in stage III carcinomas and in serous carcinomas regardless of stage. The GOG-258 trial compared the same chemotherapy-radiotherapy schedule used in PORTEC-3 with six cycles of carboplatin-paclitaxel chemotherapy alone and found overlapping relapse-free and overall survival rates.324 However, the chemotherapy alone arm had significantly higher rates of pelvic and peri-aortic nodal relapse. Therefore, chemotherapy alone is an alternative option based on the GOG-258 results for stage III–IV disease. The final analysis of the GOG-249 trial highlighted that a post-operative adjuvant strategy of vaginal cuff brachytherapy followed by three cycles of paclitaxel and carboplatin chemotherapy did not significantly increase 5-year recurrence-free survival or 5-year overall survival compared with pelvic radiotherapy.325 Vaginal and distant recurrence rates were similar between arms. However, pelvic or para-aortic nodal recurrences were significantly less common with pelvic radiotherapy. The older pooled analysis of the NSGO-EORTC and MANGO-ILEADE trials used sequential chemotherapy and radiotherapy (either sequence) and reported significantly longer recurrence-free survival compared with radiotherapy alone.319 Multiple retrospective studies indicated a survival benefit in patients with advanced stage endometrial carcinoma treated with post-operative combined treatment including radiotherapy and chemotherapy, delivered by either the sandwich or sequential method, compared with radiotherapy alone or chemotherapy alone.326-344

The benefit of added chemotherapy is unclear for patients with stage I–II clear cell carcinomas. These have often been included with serous as ‘non-endometrioid carcinomas’. Of note, in the PORTEC-3 trial it was specifically in those with serous histology that a significant benefit of added chemotherapy was seen.333 However, this was not observed in the NSGO-EORTC and MANGO-ILEADE trials. Extended field radiotherapy is used in the case of involved para-aortic nodes or involvement of high common iliac nodes, both with or without chemotherapy. The combination of extended field radiotherapy with chemotherapy using modern intensity-modulated radiation therapy/volumetric modulated arc therapy (IMRT/VMAT) techniques has been shown feasible in the PORTEC-3 and GOG-258 trials. An additional brachytherapy boost can be considered, especially for substancial LVS1, endocervical stromal invasion, and/or stage IIIB–IIIC.

MMRd and NSMP carcinomas are included in the high-risk category if stage III–IVA with no residual disease. The p53abn carcinomas can be of endometrioid, serous, undifferentiated, and clear cell histologic type, but all consistently show a poor outcome and should therefore be regarded as high risk. Based on the current data, it is more difficult to draw conclusions regarding carcinomas designated as high risk in the ESMO-ESGO-ESTRO guidelines.3-5

POLEmut and p53abn have specific recommendations (see respective recommendations for low- and high-risk).
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benefit of added chemotherapy for MMRd, while the NSMP carcinomas had some benefit of added chemotherapy especially in case of stage III. Prospective evaluation of the molecular characteristics in randomized trials is highly recommended.

Recommendations

► EBRT with concurrent and adjuvant chemotherapy (I, A) or alternatively sequential chemotherapy and radiotherapy is recommended (I, B).
► Chemotherapy alone is an alternative option (I, B).
► Carcinosarcomas should be treated as high-risk carcinomas (not as sarcomas) (IV, B).
► When the molecular classification is known, p53abn carcinomas without myometrial invasion and POLEmut have specific recommendations (see respective recommendations for low- and intermediate-risk) (III, C).

ADVANCED DISEASE

Surgery for clinically overt stage III and IV disease

In stage III and IV endometrial carcinoma (including carcinosarcoma), maximal cytoreduction should be considered only if macroscopic complete resection is feasible with acceptable morbidity.345–350 Surgery should be performed in a specialized center. Pre-operative complete staging and multi-disciplinary discussion within a tumor board should be performed. Suspicious enlarged lymph nodes should be resected if complete resection is possible.351 352 A full systematic pelvic and para-aortic lymphadenectomy of non-suspicious lymph nodes should not be performed because there is no evidence of a therapeutic impact. If upfront surgery is not feasible or acceptable and therefore primary systemic therapy is given, delayed surgery can be considered in case of a meaningful response to chemotherapy.353–360

Recommendations

► In stage III and IV endometrial carcinoma (including carcinosarcoma), surgical tumor debulking including enlarged lymph nodes should be considered when complete macroscopic resection is feasible with an acceptable morbidity and quality of life profile, following full pre-operative staging and discussion by a multi-disciplinary team (IV, B).
► Primary systemic therapy should be used if upfront surgery is not feasible or acceptable (IV, A).
► In cases of a good response to systemic therapy, delayed surgery can be considered (IV, C).
► Only enlarged lymph nodes should be resected. Systematic lymphadenectomy is not recommended (IV, B).

Unresectable primary tumor due to local extent of disease

For patients presenting with unresectable locally advanced disease and no evidence of multiple distant metastases, treatment options include definitive radiotherapy or neoadjuvant chemotherapy followed by surgery or definitive radiotherapy, depending on response.261 354–356 361 Definitive radiotherapy comprises EBRT to the pelvis followed by image-guided brachytherapy. Concurrent chemotherapy may be considered to enhance the radiation effect. Brachytherapy should boost sites of macroscopic disease in the uterus, parametrium, or vagina using the ESTRO principles. Adjuvant chemotherapy should also be considered following primary local treatment (surgery or radiotherapy) to reduce the risk of distant metastases.

Recommendations

► For unresectable tumors, multi-disciplinary team discussion should consider definitive radiotherapy with EBRT and intra-uterine brachytherapy, or neoadjuvant chemotherapy prior to surgical resection or definitive radiotherapy, depending on response (IV, C).
► Image-guided brachytherapy is recommended to boost intrauterine, parametrical, or vaginal disease (IV, A).
► Chemotherapy should be considered after definitive radiotherapy (IV, B).

Residual pelvic or para-aortic lymph nodes following surgery

Residual lymph node disease can be treated with EBRT using an integrated or sequential boost to escalate the nodal dose. An IMRT technique reduces the risk of toxicity to surrounding tissue.362 Adjuvant chemotherapy reduces the risk of distant metastases for patients with lymph node involvement.320 323 324

Recommendations

► Residual lymph node disease should be treated with a combination of chemotherapy and EBRT (III, B) or chemotherapy alone (IV, B).
► EBRT should be delivered to pelvis and para-aortic nodes with dose escalation to involved nodes using an integrated or sequential boost (IV, B).

Residual pelvic disease (positive resection margin, vaginal disease, pelvic side wall disease)

Patients with residual pelvic disease following surgery have a high risk of both local and distant recurrence. Radiotherapy can achieve long-term local control while chemotherapy reduces the risk of distant metastases. An individualized approach with either (chemo-)radiotherapy to the pelvis followed by chemotherapy or adjuvant chemotherapy followed by radiotherapy to the pelvis+para-aortic nodes should be considered.

Recommendation

► An individualized approach with either radiotherapy or chemotherapy or a combination of both modalities should be considered by a multi-disciplinary team (V, B).

RECURRENT DISEASE

Radiotherapy naïve patients

Treatment of patients with recurrent endometrial carcinoma involves a multi-disciplinary approach with surgery, radiotherapy, and/or systemic therapy depending on the fitness and wishes of the patient, the tumor dissemination patterns, and prior treatment. A decision about surgery needs to take account of patient morbidity and wishes, available non-surgical treatments, and resources. The interval between primary treatment and recurrence should also be taken into consideration. Patients with recurrent disease, including resectable peritoneal and lymph node relapse, should be considered for surgery only if it is anticipated that complete resection of macroscopic disease can be achieved with a reasonable morbidity profile.363–369 The extent of the operation will depend on the degree of tumor dissemination pattern.
Locoregional recurrence of endometrial carcinoma is rare. With the advent of modern image-guided radiation therapy, including IMRT and image-guided adaptive brachytherapy, radiotherapy has become the treatment of choice in previously non-irradiated patients with isolated vaginal recurrence or locoregional recurrence.\(^{363, 364, 370–379}\) Consideration should be given to remove solitary easily accessible vaginal relapses, for better local symptom control prior to radiotherapy.

**Recommendations**

- Patients with recurrent disease (including peritoneal and lymph node relapse) should be considered for surgery only if it is anticipated that complete removal of macroscopic disease can be achieved with acceptable morbidity. Systemic and/or radiation therapy should be considered post-operatively depending on the extent and pattern of relapse and the amount of residual disease (IV, C).
- In selected cases, palliative surgery can be performed to alleviate symptoms (eg, bleeding, fistula, bowel obstruction) (IV, B).
- For locoregional recurrence, the preferred primary therapy should be EBRT±chemotherapy with brachytherapy (IV, A).
- An easily accessible superficial vaginal tumor can be resected vaginally prior to radiotherapy (IV, C).
- For vaginal cuff recurrence:
  - Pelvic EBRT+intracavitary (±interstitial) image-guided brachytherapy is recommended (IV, A).
  - In case of superficial tumors, intracavitary brachytherapy alone can be considered (IV, A).
- Systemic treatment can be considered before or after radiotherapy (IV, C).

**Radiotherapy pre-treated patients with locoregional recurrence**

In patients who have previously received EBRT±brachytherapy, radical surgery with the intention of complete resection with clear margins should be considered in specialized centers after ruling out metastatic disease with modern imaging. Pelvic exenteration may be considered for central local relapse.\(^{349, 350, 381}\) Otherwise, further radiation should be considered as radical therapy with or without systemic therapy. Interstitial brachytherapy (low-dose rate or high-dose rate) as the sole modality of treatment or combined with EBRT can result in high local control over 1–5 years.\(^{374, 375, 382, 383}\) Other techniques like permanent seed implant or post-operative electron irradiation, protons and stereotactic body radiotherapy may be recommended in highly selected patients.\(^{384–386}\) The appropriate dose for each case needs to be individualized. Some low-dose rate data suggest improved outcomes with doses >50 Gy. The high-dose rate data are more varied, suggesting improved local control with doses >40 Gy. In general, a longer time interval between the first and second course of radiation as well as recurrences <2–4 cm tend to have improved outcomes. Multi-disciplinary management is critical to develop individualized plans and to clearly communicate potential side effects and expected treatment outcomes.

**Recommendations**

- In patients with a history of previous radiation, radical surgery, including exenteration, should be considered when the intention is complete resection with clear margins (IV, B).
- Additional options to consider include intra-operative electron radiation therapy or other forms of radiation therapy (IV, C).
- If surgery is not feasible, radical re-irradiation options include stereotactic body radiotherapy targeting the recurrence, permanent seed implants, or proton therapy. In selected cases, limited volume re-irradiation with EBRT and brachytherapy boost may be an option (especially if longer interval from the first irradiation) (IV, C).
- In patients who only had previous brachytherapy, EBRT+brachytherapy boost is recommended (IV, C).
- In patients where re-irradiation with ERRT is not an option, image-guided interstitial brachytherapy only is recommended (may improve outcome) (IV, C).

**Oligometastatic recurrent disease**

Oligometastases is a disease concept that is defined by a state of limited metastatic tumors for which local ablative therapy could be curative. It refers in general to cancer patients with 1–5 metastases or recurrences.\(^{387–389}\) In recent years the concept of oligometastatic relapse has evolved and has led to a change in the approach to treatment. A prolonged disease-free interval and perhaps even cure may be achieved in some situations where the primary cancer site (if still present) is controlled and metastatic sites are ablated (surgically or with radiation).\(^{390–393}\) Multi-disciplinary management is critical to develop individualized plans and to communicate potential side effects and expected treatment outcomes. The additional benefit of chemotherapy is uncertain.

**Recommendations**

- Patients with oligometastatic disease should be considered for radical local therapy (IV, B).
- Treatment options include (IV, B):
  - Surgery
  - Radiation therapy including stereotactic radiotherapy
  - Local ablating techniques
- The additional benefit of chemotherapy is uncertain (IV, B).

**Systemic treatment for recurrent disease**

Hormonal treatment results in a response rate of up to 55% in advanced/recurrent endometrial carcinoma.\(^{394}\) Low-grade, slowly progressing, hormone receptor-positive tumors appear to gain the greatest benefit from treatment; however, clinical benefit has also been observed in patients with hormone receptor-negative tumors.\(^{395}\) Progestogens are generally recommended.\(^{395}\) Alternative options include aromatases inhibitors, tamoxifen, and fulvestrant. In the PARAGON trial a response rate of 7% and a clinical benefit rate of 44% was reported with anastrozole in a cohort of 82 patients with recurrent, receptor positive, endometrial carcinoma.\(^{396}\) A single-arm phase II trial demonstrated a high response rate and clinical benefit rate with the combination of letrozole and everolimus.\(^{397}\) Confirmation of hormone receptor status by biopsy should be considered at the time of recurrence because of a potential change in hormone receptor expression between primary tumor and recurrence. In patients undergoing hormonal therapy, the risk of thrombo-embolic events needs to be taken into account. Prophylaxis with low molecular weight heparin should be considered in patients at high risk for thrombosis and be given according to local guidelines. There are no universally agreed recommendations to...
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predict a response to hormonal therapy in endometrial carcinoma based on estrogen and progesterone receptor immunohistochemical status. Some of the following should be taken into account: (1) a wide range of hormonal agents are used, including medroxyprogesterone acetate and synthetic progestational agents, luteinizing hormone releasing hormone antagonists, tamoxifen, and new generations of selective estrogen receptor modulators; each has a different molecular action and may therefore have different activity; (2) receptor-negative status is not an absolute contra-indication to hormone treatment; (3) in some reports, response rates to various hormonal treatments for patients with endometrial carcinoma are higher for those with progesterone receptor expression; (4) the methodology for assessing and scoring hormone receptor expression in endometrial carcinoma is variable in the reported series; (5) assessment of estrogen and progesterone receptor status in the primary tumor may not reflect the status in the recurrent or metastatic tumor and thus a biopsy of recurrent or metastatic carcinomas for hormone receptor analysis may be helpful; (6) from a pragmatic viewpoint, it seems reasonable to interpret a carcinoma as receptor positive when immunoreactivity for estrogen receptor or progesterone receptors is found in more than 1% of carcinoma cells, until stronger validated scientific evidence is provided.

The combination of carboplatin and paclitaxel is the standard chemotherapy treatment of advanced/recurrent endometrial carcinoma based on a randomized phase 3 trial comparing carboplatin-paclitaxel versus carboplatin-paclitaxel-anthracyclines that reported overlapping progression-free survival and overall survival between the two arms but an increased toxicity for the triple combination.388 No standard treatment has been identified as second-line therapy; a response rate of about 10–15% has been seen among all the available treatment options. Thus, enrollment of patients in clinical trials is strongly encouraged. Weekly paclitaxel and anthracyclines (including pegylated liposomal doxorubicin when available) are considered to be active drugs. The re-introduction of carboplatin may be considered after a prolonged interval from the last platinum treatment, based on the results of a single-center retrospective series in patients treated with a median platinum-free interval of 25 (8–79) months. A response rate of 50% and median progression-free and median overall survival of 10 and 27 months, respectively, was reported after platinum re-challenge.399

Several anti PD-1 and anti PD-L1 checkpoint inhibitors have been shown to have activity in endometrial carcinoma and thus far pembrolizumab has been approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) based on the results of a phase 2 single arm trial for the treatment of MSI-high (MSI-H)/MMRd solid tumors that have progressed on conventional therapy.390 391 The combination of intravenous pembrolizumab and lenvatinib, an oral multi-receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitor, received FDA approval in October 2019 for the second-line systemic therapy of microsatellite-stable (ie, non-MSI-H/MMRd) endometrial carcinoma based on the results of a phase 2 single-arm trial reporting 36% response rate in this population, including significant activity in those with serous carcinoma.402 403 No phase 3 randomized data are yet available.

Approximately 30% of uterine serous carcinomas show HER2/neu over-expression. A small randomized phase 2 trial of paclitaxel and carboplatin with or without trastuzumab in HER2/neu positive disease showed a 4.6 month increase in median progression-free survival.404 Anti-angiogenic agents and PI3kinase/mTor and MEK inhibitors also have demonstrated activity but secure evidence of benefit is inconclusive due to the limited sample size of the trials, inconsistency of results, and the low therapeutic index of the drugs, suggesting further investigations in well-designed and properly powered molecularly driven randomized trials are warranted.405–418

Recommendations

► Hormone therapy is the preferred front-line systemic therapy for patients with low-grade carcinomas without rapidly progressive disease (II, A).

► Progestogens (medroxyprogesterone acetate 200 (~300) mg and megestrol acetate 160 mg) are recommended (III, A).

► Alternative options for hormonal therapies include aromatases inhibitors, tamoxifen, fulvestrant (III, C).

► The standard chemotherapy treatment is carboplatin AUC 5–6 + paclitaxel 175 mg/m² every 21 days for six cycles (I, A).

► There is no standard of care for second-line chemotherapy. Doxorubicin and paclitaxel are considered the most active therapies (IV, C).

► In patients with a long platinum-free interval, re-introduction of platinum can be considered (IV, C).

► Anti-PD1-based immune therapy with pembrolizumab could be considered for second-line therapy of MSI/MMRd carcinomas. The combination of pembrolizumab and the multi-tyrosine-kinase inhibitor lenvatinib could be considered for second-line treatment of microsatellite-stable carcinomas (III, B). However, its use may be limited due to regulatory approvals or reimbursement in different countries. Clinical trial participation should be offered to all patients with relapse disease (V, B).

Palliative radiotherapy

Historically, radiotherapy has been an efficient treatment to palliate bleeding and pain from pelvic disease or systemic metastases. This results in rapid pain relief and temporary cessation of bleeding in the majority of patients.417

Recommendations

► Radiotherapy is indicated for palliation of symptoms related to pelvic or systemic disease (IV, A).

► Hypofractionated small volume EBRT can be used for treating primary disease in patients not fit for radical treatment (IV, B).

PRINCIPLES OF RADIOThERAPy

The following sections present the general principles, the principles of adjuvant radiotherapy, of definitive treatment, and of radiotherapy for recurrent disease.258–261 307 362 372 377 418–423

General principles

State-of-art techniques and radiotherapy dose are chosen based on clinical findings, pathology, and patient factors including co-morbidities. For complex treatments or rare cases, referral to a specialized center is recommended. Prospective assessment of toxicity is recommended. Patients should have counseling on pelvic care and general and sexual rehabilitation whenever appropriate.

Adjuvant radiotherapy

Radiotherapy should preferably commence within 6 (~8) weeks of surgery or be scheduled in relation to chemotherapy.
Definitive treatment

Definitive radiotherapy with EBRT, brachytherapy, or a combination of both is indicated for primary tumors where surgery is contraindicated for medical reasons. If patients are medically unfit for surgery, consider whether a long course of EBRT would be tolerated or, if not, a more hypofractionated approach could be used. Intrauterine brachytherapy as a sole treatment modality is used for low-grade early stage disease whereas the combination of EBRT and intra-cavitary brachytherapy is recommended for high-grade tumors and/or deep myometrial invasion. Specialist anesthetic review may be required to assess suitability for brachytherapy or whether brachytherapy could be applied with local anesthesia only. More advanced inoperable disease is treated with a combination of pelvic EBRT and intrauterine brachytherapy with or without concurrent platinum-based chemotherapy. EBRT is planned with at least three-dimensional (3D) conformal radiotherapy to ensure inclusion of the whole uterus. The preferred technique is intensity-modulated radiotherapy with adaptive image guidance to verify target volume coverage and to maximize normal tissue sparing. A highly conformal EBRT boost (with IMRT or stereotactic body radiotherapy) can be used to escalate the total dose to the tumor site in the uterus to at least 65 Gy if brachytherapy is not feasible.

Image-guided adaptive brachytherapy is recommended, preferably using MRI at the time of brachytherapy, in order to optimize tumor coverage and organ at risk doses. The brachytherapy applicator should consist of an intrauterine applicator (preferably a dedicated applicator with multiple channels for the larger uterus) and a vaginal component depending on the extent of any extraperitoneal disease. Interstitial applications may be required to achieve adequate coverage. In view of the rarity of definitive treatment for endometrial carcinoma, referral to a dedicated center is recommended. The tumor-related target volumes include the (residual) gross tumor volume on MRI (GTV-res) and the CTV is the whole uterus and any extraterine sites of extension before EBRT. The treatment plan aims include a total dose (EQD2_{10}) of at least 80 Gy to GTV-res, CTV D90 of about 48 Gy with brachytherapy alone, and 60–65 Gy with the combination of EBRT and brachytherapy.

Recurrent disease

Radiotherapy treatment for recurrent endometrial carcinoma depends on the site of disease and any previous treatment. It involves EBRT, brachytherapy, or a combination of both modalities. Concurrent or sequential chemotherapy may also be considered.

Radiation-naïve or previous brachytherapy only

Pelvic EBRT is used according to the guidelines above. Brachytherapy is used to boost recurrent disease in the vagina; in selected cases with superficial tumors brachytherapy alone can be considered. The brachytherapy applicator options include a vaginal cylinder or mold for superficial lesions whereas interstitial applicators can be used for bulkier tumors.

Image-guided adaptive brachytherapy is recommended, preferably using MRI at the time of brachytherapy, in order to optimize tumor coverage and organ at risk doses. When image-guided adaptive brachytherapy is used, the target volumes should be contoured according to the recent GEC-ESTRO recommendation for primary vaginal cancer, aiming for a total dose (EQD2_{10}) of 80–85 Gy to CTV D90 with the combination of EBRT and image-guided...
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brachytherapy. If brachytherapy is not feasible due to tumor location or topography, a sequential EBRT boost with conformal radiotherapy, IMRT, or stereotactic body radiotherapy is used to deliver a total GTV dose of at least 65 Gy EQD210.

Re-irradiation

Re-irradiation is individualized according to the extent of disease, previous radiation fields, and time elapsed from the previous treatment. In general, recurrences with a longer disease-free interval as well as recurrences less than 2–4 cm tend to have improved outcomes. Ideally, this should be done in specialist centers with prospective collection of dosimetric and clinical data. The most common re-irradiation technique is intracavitary-interstitial brachytherapy, preferably image-guided with CT scan or MRI. However, in selected cases EBRT, stereotactic body radiotherapy, proton or carbon ion therapy is an option, particularly for pelvic sidewall or lymph node disease. Organ at risk dose constraints should take into account prior radiotherapy treatment to derive cumulative doses. Some low-dose rate data suggest improved outcomes with doses more than 50 Gy. The high-dose rate data are more varied with some studies suggesting improved local control with doses more than 40 Gy EQD210.

**PRINCIPLES OF PATHOLOGIC EVALUATION**

The following sections present the requirements for specimens submitted for pathologic evaluation including specimen grossing and sampling, for the pathology report, and the molecular classification. The sections are proposed in agreement with the recently published recommendations from the ISGyP and International Collaboration on Cancer Reporting, and WHO Classification of Tumors (5th edition).9 33 427–429

**Requirements for specimens submitted for pathologic evaluation**

Patient information, previous cytology, histologic specimens, clinical and radiological data need to be included on the specimen request form, particularly if there is no electronic patient file. This needs to provide itemised details of biopsy and surgical specimen (type of hysterectomy, presence of ovaries and fallopian tubes, presence of lymph nodes, and designation of lymph node sites). Biopsies should be sent to the pathology department in a container with liquid fixative (10% neutral formalin is preferred). Surgical specimens should be either sent in a fixative or preferably fresh if there is a specific workflow for it and if the microbiological risk is controlled. This allows proper opening of the uterus and sampling a fresh tissue for research purposes.

**Specimen grossing and sampling**

All pathology reports should include a detailed section, code/block key on which the origin/designation of all tissue blocks should be recorded.

The specimen needs to be oriented, which means that the anterior and posterior walls of the uterus are identified using anatomic landmarks such as the peritoneal reflection and the round ligament/ovaries. All organs/structures received should be documented and their measurements and gross appearance recorded.

The uterus should be opened immediately on receipt in the pathology laboratory and placed in formalin within an hour of opening whenever possible. If the uterus is not immediately sent to a pathology laboratory, the uterine cavity needs to be opened technically correctly to guarantee proper fixation. The uterus is preferably opened along the lateral uterine walls (3 and 9 o’clock), although 12 and 6 o’clock sectioning may be acceptable.

The pathology laboratory personnel and/or pathologists should manage the requests for fresh tissue for banking and/or investigational protocols and this task should be completed as soon as the specimen is received in the pathology laboratory.

Inking of peritoneal and/or non-peritoneal surfaces is recommended in hysterectomy specimens and is mandatory in radical hysterectomy specimens in which the parametrium and vaginal cuff are present.

At least the largest dimension of the tumor must be provided, although providing three dimensions is recommended. Horizontal/ transverse sectioning is recommended. Sampling one section per centimeter of the largest tumor dimension is recommended.

In case of pre-operative endometrial sampling with a malignant diagnosis and no visible lesion on gross examination or a history of atypical endometrial hyperplasia/EIN, the entire endometrium and adjacent inner myometrium should be submitted for microscopic examination. The same applies to hysterectomy specimens that have been obtained for other reasons (leiomyomas, adenomyosis, etc) when the endometrium is grossly inconspicuous but endometrial carcinoma or atypical endometrial hyperplasia/EIN are detected on the initial histological sections.

At least one full-thickness section of the uterine wall including serosa is required to show the deepest point of myometrial invasion. The number of sections submitted should not be altered in the context of adenomyosis. However, in cases where the assessment of myometrial invasion is difficult because of tumor involving adenomyosis, taking additional sections of the uterine wall may be useful.

Whenever possible, the interface between the tumor and its surroundings should be submitted for microscopic examination. This facilitates the measurement of the depth of myometrial invasion and the identification of precursor lesions.

At least one representative section of non-neoplastic endometrium should be submitted for microscopic examination. In addition, any grossly identified endometrial lesions separate from the tumor should be submitted.

All gross endometrial abnormalities need to be submitted for microscopic examination in the hysterectomy specimen from patients with Lynch syndrome. In the absence of a gross lesion, the endometrium should be submitted in toto, including the lower uterine segment.

A minimum of two sections (one anterior, one posterior) should be submitted from the lower uterine segment.

Parametrial tissue/parametrium should be sampled before opening the uterus as this approach minimizes the chance of finding carryovers. All of the parametrial tissue/parametrium should be submitted for histologic examination. If macroscopic tumor is seen in the parametrial tissue/parametrium, the most proximal parametrial section should include the adjacent outer portion of the cervical wall.
The cervix should be left attached to the corpus during the gross examination of a hysterectomy specimen obtained for endometrial carcinoma. At least two full thickness sections (one anterior and one posterior) should be submitted from a grossly unremarkable cervix. At least two representative sections of tumor involving the cervix should be submitted when the cervix is grossly involved by endometrial carcinoma. These sections must include the full thickness of the cervical wall and the ectocervical or vaginal cuff margin.

Gross examination of a morcellated hysterectomy specimen requires special attention to identify any endometrial abnormality, although this may be extremely difficult to see in some cases. If such an abnormality is detected, the entire endometrial lesion and the adjacent myometrium should be submitted for microscopic examination. In addition, sampling of myometrial tissue containing any serosal surface should be undertaken. If the endometrium appears grossly unremarkable and the initial representative sections demonstrate the presence of atypical endometrial hyperplasia/EIN or endometrial carcinoma, careful re-grossing is required with the submission of all the visible endometrial lining and adjacent myometrium. If the morcellated specimen contains the uterine cervix, this should be sampled representatively.

Gross examination of the fallopian tube must be carefully undertaken and any areas with macroscopic abnormalities should be submitted for microscopic examination. If the fallopian tube is unremarkable, the entire tube should be submitted for microscopic examination using the sectioning and extensively examining the fimbriated end (according to the SEE-FIM protocol), particularly for serous carcinoma and carcinosarcoma, while only the fimbrial end should be submitted in toto in other scenarios using the guidelines of the SEE-FIM protocol, along representative cross-sections of the remainder of the fallopian tube.

Gross examination of the ovary must be carefully performed. In case of endometrial serous, clear cell carcinoma or carcinosarcoma, the entire ovary should be submitted after slicing it perpendicularly to its long axis at 2–3 mm intervals. If possible, the same protocol should be used for oophorectomy specimens accompanying hysterectomies for other endometrial carcinoma histotypes. Should the latter not be possible, at least two sections of each ovary should be submitted.

Omentectomy is part of the staging procedure of endometrial serous carcinoma, undifferentiated carcinoma, and carcinosarcoma. The gross appearance and measurement of the omentum should be provided. Omental tissue should be sliced at 0.5 cm intervals to detect small abnormalities. If the omentum is grossly positive, one or two representative sections are enough for microscopic evaluation, but if it is grossly negative, one representative section per 2 or 3 cm of maximal omental dimension or at least a total of four blocks of tissue should be submitted.

Lymph nodes from different anatomic sites should be sent in separate appropriately labeled specimen containers and handled separately. They should be carefully dissected from the adipose tissue. This can be done with a thorough visual examination and palpation. A small amount of adipose tissue should be left around larger lymph nodes to evaluate the presence or absence of extranodal extension. Lymph nodes up to 2 mm are totally embedded. If larger than 2 mm, parallel slices at 2–3 mm intervals perpendicular to the long axis of the node should be performed. All grossly unremarkable lymph node tissue should be submitted for microscopic examination. The number of lymph nodes submitted per cassette and the way they have been submitted—for example, in toto if very small or sectioned—should be specified in the section code. With grossly positive lymph nodes, representative sections to demonstrate the largest size of tumor involvement as well as the surrounding adipose tissue should be submitted for microscopic examination and noted in the section code.

The description of the sentinel lymph node should include gross measurement and description of gross appearance including the presence of dye. The lymph node is sliced at 2–3 mm intervals perpendicular to its long axis. A small rim of adipose tissue should be left around the lymph node. The entire lymph node is submitted for microscopic examination in properly coded cassettes. Ultrastaging is encouraged (ie, additional recuts and/or IHC for keratin). At the present time there is no universal ultrastaging protocol.

Frozen section for intra-operative assessment is not encouraged for myometrial invasion assessment because of poor reproducibility and because it interferes with pre-analytical issues and the possibility of carryovers.

Report of pathology results (required items)

► Description of the specimen(s) submitted for histologic evaluation
► Attached anatomic structures
► Accompanying specimens
► Tumor type (WHO Classification of Tumors (5th edition))
► Tumor grade (FIGO and WHO Classification of Tumors (5th edition)). Endometrioid endometrial carcinoma is graded using FIGO grading criteria: grades 1, 2, and 3 tumors exhibit ≤5%, 6–50%, and >50% solid non-glandular (including cribriform), non-squamous growth. The presence of severe cytologic atypia in the majority of cells (>50%) increases the grade by one level, but serous carcinoma should be excluded in cases with nuclear atypia that is out of proportion to the architecture. Binary grading is recommended by the WHO Classification of Tumors (5th Edition) whereby grades 1–2 tumors are classified as low-grade and grade 3 tumors as high-grade.
► Absence or presence and depth of myometrial invasion should be reported in all endometrial carcinoma as ‘none or less than half’ OR ‘half or more’. The measurement should be performed from the adjacent endometrial—myometrial interface.
► If myometrial invasion occurs from carcinoma within adenomyosis, the deepest myoinvasive point should be reported according to where this is located in the myometrium, and regardless of whether or not it arises from adenomyosis. In case of an exophytic tumor, the depth of myometrial invasion, and not tumor thickness, should be measured by identifying the adjacent endo—myometrial junction and by correlating with the macroscopic appearance. For tumors involving polyps, measurement of invasion is performed only if the tumor invades the underlying myometrium.
► LVSI should be unequivocal and reported as focal and extensive/substantial (five vessels or more). LVSI should not be included in assessment of myometrial invasion depth.
► Cervical stromal invasion: for the purposes of standard reporting, the uppermost endocervical mucinous gland identified in the section should be taken as the upper limit of the endocervix.
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- Vaginal involvement.
- Uterine serosal involvement. Tumor infiltrating the full myometrial thickness and reaching sub-mesothelial fibro-nective tissue or the mesothelial layer should be reported as serosal involvement; tumor may or may not be present on the surface of the uterus; a desmoplastic response may or may not be present.
- Parametrial involvement.
- Adnexal involvement. Care should be taken to determine whether the ovarian involvement is considered to be metastatic or ‘synchronous’. Synchronous low-grade endometroid carcinomas of the endometrium and the ovary have been demonstrated mostly to be clonally related in the vast majority of cases. Their reported indolent behavior supports conservative management when the following criteria are met: (a) both tumors are low grade; (b) <50% myometrial invasion; (c) no involvement of any other site; (d) absence of extensive LVS1 at any location. These parameters should be reported and included in a specific comment.
- In cases of serous endometrial carcinoma with co-existing tubal intra-epithelial (mucosal) carcinoma, with or without stromal invasion, ancillary techniques should be undertaken to help define whether the Fallopian lesion is independent or metastatic. In cases of endometroid endometrial carcinoma, a comment may be included on the unknown prognostic significance of this finding.
- Omental involvement.
- Peritoneal involvement.
- Lymph node status including sentinel lymph node status reports the total number of nodes found and the number of positive lymph nodes, and the presence of extranodal extension (list for all separates sites). Micrometastasis (>0.2 mm and up to 2 mm) are reported as pN1(mi). ITCs no greater than 0.2 mm in regional nodes should be reported as pN0 (i+).
- Pathologically proven distant metastases.
- Required ancillary techniques (IHC for p53, MSH-6 and PMS-2, complemented with MLH-1 and MSH-2, MLH-1 promoter methylation analysis in cases of MLH-1/PMS-2 decrease expression). Additional immunohistochemical markers may be important for pathologic diagnosis (PTEN, p16, ER, Napsin A, Racemase, Pax8, E-Cadherin) or prognosis (L1CAM).
- Provisional pathologic staging pre-tumor board/multidisciplinary team meeting. The TNM staging system (Union for International Cancer Control and American Joint Committee on Cancer versions) for endometrioid carcinoma is largely concordant with the widely used FIGO system.

Report of pathology results (recommended items unrelated to stage and with limited supporting evidence)

- Tumor site.
- Tumor size.
- Percentages of different components of mixed carcinoma and in carcinosarcoma.
- Measurement of absolute depth of myometrial invasion, percentage of myometrium infiltrated by tumor, invasion of inner, middle, or outer one third of the myometrium, distance of myo-invasive tumor to serosal surface.
- Microcystic, elongated, fragmented pattern of invasion.
- Peritoneal cytology (if available).
  Recommended ancillary investigations.

Molecular classification

The decision to use molecular classification in all endometrial carcinoma cases in the subset of high-grade or high-risk tumors or in none of the cases depends on the availability of resources and decision by the multi-disciplinary team of each center.

Molecular classification is recommended to be performed by the TCGA surrogate using the diagnostic algorithm provided by Vermij et al.24 This diagnostic algorithm requires testing of three immunohistochemical markers (p53, MSH-6, PMS-2) and somatic mutation analysis of POLE (exons 9, 11, 13, 14). Guidance on the interpretation of pathogenicity of POLE variants is provided by Leon-Castillo et al.26

Five categories of tumors are recognized: (1) ultramutated/with pathogenic POLE mutations; (2) hypermutated with MSI/MMRd (loss of MMR protein immunoreactivity); (3) high copy number/p53abn (p53 mutant immunoreactive pattern); (4) low copy number/NSMP (retained MMR protein immunoreactivity, and p53 wild-type immunoreactive pattern); (5) multiple classifier (any combination of markers included in the previous categories).

If available, molecular classification data should be integrated into conventional pathologic diagnosis. The report should include information regarding the methods used for IHC as well as for POLE mutation analysis. It should include information from the literature regarding the pathogenicity of each POLE mutation detected.26

PSYCHO-ONCOLOGICAL SUPPORT FOR WOMEN WITH ENDOMETRIAL CARCINOMA

Endometrial carcinoma, even as a cancer with a relatively good prognosis, is a life-threatening disease. Treatment may produce significant toxicities which cause substantial short- and long-term side effects, functional loss in various behavioral and life domains as well as psychosocial distress. The patient and her caregivers may face major challenges in terms of coping and adjustment.

Therefore, continuous evaluation for psychological distress, sexual dysfunction, and psychiatric co-morbidity as well as identification of psychosocial needs are of major importance.430 The first step includes an early assessment and identification of the patient’s distress.431 There are several standardized and validated screening instruments available such as the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale or the easy to use Distress Thermometer.432 Depending on the result of the diagnostic process, various interventions should be offered such as counseling, individual or group psychotherapy, psychoeducational interventions, art therapies, or relaxation techniques. For patients with a disease involving genital organs, cancer itself, surgical treatment and subsequent hormonal loss may impair sexual function. Therefore, discussion and treatment of sexual problems should be integrated as part of a holistic approach.

In order to empower patients to cope with physical and psychosocial long-term side effects of disease, treatment, and to preserve quality of life, they should receive a personalized survivorship care plan including information and education life style
and prevention of secondary malignancies and other diseases. Contact with advocacy groups should be offered to all patients.
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APPENDIX 1. IDENTIFICATION OF SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research period</th>
<th>2014/01/01 - 2019/06/15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indexing terms</td>
<td>Adjuvant chemotherapy, adjuvant radiation therapy, adjuvant radiotherapy, adjuvant treatment, advanced disease, advanced stage, adverse effect, adverse event, ALK inhibitor, androgen receptor, aneuploidy, antiangiogenic-based treatment, antiangiogenic therapy, antiangiogenic treatment, apoptosis, aromatase, aromatase inhibitor, asparaginase-like protein 1, ATR rich interactive domain 1A, atypical endometrial hyperplasia, atypical hyperplasia, aurora kinase A, autotaxin, B cell lymphoma 2, B-Catenin, B-raf, bariatric surgery, BAX, bevacizumab, bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy, biomarker, biopsy, brachytherapy, brivanib, carbohydrate antigen 19-9, carbohydrate antigen 125, calreticulin, calretinin, carprofen, caspase-3, CNE1, CD44, CEA, cediranib, cell-free DNA, cervical cytology, chemoradiotherapy, chemotherapy, chitinase-3-like 1 protein, cisplatin, clinical examination, clinical manifestation, clinical staging, complex atypical hyperplasia, complications, comprehensive surgical staging, comprehensive staging, computed tomography, conservative surgery, conservative treatment, CTNNB1, curettage, Cyclin-dependent kinase 4/6, cytochrome-c, cytotherapy, cytotherapy, CT scan, CT staging, curettage, cutting biopsy, cycler, dysplasia, endometrial cancer, endometrial carcinoma, endometrial intraepithelial neoplasia, endometrial hyperplasia, endometrial sampling, endometrial endometrial cancer, epithelial cell adhesion molecule, estrogen receptor, external beam radiation therapy, extra-facial hysterectomy, everolimus, fertility, fertility outcome, fertility preservation, fertility sparing, fertility-sparing management, fertility sparing surgery, fertility-preserving treatment, fibroblast growth factor receptor 2, follow-up, follow-up protocols, forhead box protein 01, frozen section analysis, frozen section, FXYD3, gedatobilin, gene mutation testing, glucose-regulated protein 78, gonadotropin-releasing hormone, Gonadotropin-releasing hormone agonist, gross examination, health-related quality of life, hematopoietic pre-B cell leukemia transcription factor-interacting protein, hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer, hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer syndrome, high-dose rate brachytherapy, hormonal therapy, hormone therapy, human epidural growth factor receptor 2, human epidermid protein 4, hyperthermic intraperitoneal chemotherapy, hysterectomy, hysteroscopy, hysterotomoy, hysterocopy, hysteroraphy, hysteroscopic resection, imaging, immunohistochemical diagnosis, immunohistochemistry, intensity-modulated radiation therapy, interstitial brachytherapy, interval debulking surgery, intracavitary brachytherapy, intraoperative frozen section, Ki67, L1 cell adhesion molecule, laparoscopic single-site approach, laparoscopic staging, laparoscopy, laparotomy, late recurrence, levonorgestrel intrauterine device, levonorgestrel intrauterine system, local control, low dose rate brachytherapy, locally advanced cancer, lymphadenectomy, lymph node, lymph node assessment, lymph node dissection, lymph node involvement, lymph node staging, Lymph syndrome, magnetic resonance imaging, management, marker, maximum standardized uptake value, medroxyprogesterone, medroxyprogesterone acetate, megestrol acetate, MEK-1/2 inhibitor, metformin, molecular biology, molecular marker, monocarboxylate Transporter 1, mortality rate, mortality analysis, mTOR inhibitor, multivariate analysis, mtH, homolog 3, N-acrachidonylthanolamine, napin A, neoadjuvant chemotherapy, neopterin, nintedanib, nodal involvement, N-palmitosterylamine, nuclear receptor co-repressor, nuclear ubiquitin casein and cyclin-dependent kinases substrate, omentectomy, oral progestin therapy, oral pregesterone, ovarian preservation, progesterone, progesterone receptor, progestin, prognostic factor, prognostic value, prognostic model, Q fever, radiation, radiation therapy, radiation therapy, radical hysterectomy, rapalogs, Ras association domain family 1 isoform A, recurrence, recurrent disease, relapse, regional disease, residual disease, restaging, ridaforolimus, risk factor, robot-assisted surgery, robotic laparoscopic single-site approach, robotic approach, robotic surgery, salpingectomy, salvage chemotherapy, salvage intraperitoneal chemotherapy, salvage radiotherapy, sandwich adjuvant chemotherapy, sandwich chemotherapy, salpingectomy, salvage chemotherapy, salvage radiation therapy, sandwich method, sandwich randomization, second line chemotherapy, second line treatment, selumetinib, sensitivity, sentinel lymph node, sex-determining region Y-box 2, side effects, silencing mediator for retinoid and thyroid hormone receptors, sentinel lymph node dissection, sentinel lymph node mapping, small, specificity, staging, standardized uptake value, stratification, survival, survival rate, survival analysis, systematic lymphadenectomy, taxane, targeted therapy, taxane, temsirolimus, thyroid transcription factor-1, toxicity, transglutaminase-2, transvaginal ultrasound, treatment outcome, trebananib, tyrosine-kinase inhibitor, ubiqutin-specific protease 14, ultra minimally invasive approach, ultra minimally invasive surgery, ultrasonic probe, unilateral salpingo-oophorectomy, vaginal brachytherapy, vascular endothelial growth factor, vessel, weight loss interventions, weight reduction, Wilms tumour 1, work-up, YKL-40.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study design</td>
<td>Priority was given to high-quality systematic reviews, meta-analyses, and randomised controlled trials but lower levels of evidence were also evaluated. The search strategy excluded editorials, letters, case reports and in vitro studies. The reference list of each identified article was reviewed for other potentially relevant papers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX 2. LIST OF THE 191 EXTERNAL REVIEWERS

Kasimu Adoke, pathologist (Nigeria); Kamal Akbarov, radiation oncologist (Azerbaijan); Cherif Akladios, gynecologic oncologist (France); Moadi Alazzam, gynecologic oncologist (United Kingdom); Anastazija Aleksandrova Stanojevic, radiation oncologist (China); Giovanni Aletti, gynecologic oncologist (Italy); Roberto Altamirano, gynecologic oncologist (Chile); Igor Aluloski, gynecologic oncologist (Macedonia); Frederic Amant, gynecologic oncologist (The Netherlands); Evsei Anca, pathologist (Romania); Maarit Anita Antila, gynecologic oncologist (Finland); David Atallah, gynecologic oncologist (Lebanon); Beyhan Ataseven, gynecologic oncologist (Germany); Annika Auranen, gynecologic oncologist (Finland); Manel Barahona Orpinell, gynecologic oncologist (Spain); Maria-Pilar Barretina-Ginesta, gynecologic oncologist (Macedonia); gynecologist (Lebanon); pathologist (United Kingdom); Mario Johannes Battista, gynecologic oncologist (Italy); Margarida Bernardino, gynecologic oncologist (Portugal); Rasia Bhasha, gynecologic oncologist (United Kingdom); Mariusz Bidzinski, gynecologic oncologist (Poland); Claire Bonneau, gynecologic oncologist (France); Jacky Botterman, clinical oncologist (Belgium); Elena Ioana Braicu, gynecologist (Germany); Kjersti Bruheim, radiation oncologist (Norway); Alessandro Buda, obstetrician gynecologist (Italy); Katharina Buser, medical oncologist (Switzerland); Donato Callegaro-Filho, medical oncologist (Brazil); Alessia Cimadamore, pathologist (Italy); Rachel Cooper, radiation oncologist (United Kingdom); Ovidiu Florin Coza, radiation oncologist (Romania); Melissa Christiensen, radiation oncologist (Belgium); Alessandro D’Amuri, pathologist (Italy); Caetano Da Silva Cardinal, gynecologic oncologist (Brazil); Christian Dannecker, obstetrician gynecologist (Germany); Nadir Dax, gynecologic oncologist (United Kingdom); Shatavisha Dasgupta, pathologist (India); Ben Davidson, pathologist (Norway); Diederick De Jong, gynecologic oncologist (United Kingdom); Cor De Kroon, gynecologic oncologist (The Netherlands); Hannelore Denys, medical oncologist (Belgium); Berta Diaz-Feijoo, gynecologic oncologist (Spain); Johannes Dimopoulos, radiation oncologist (Greece); Santiago Domingo, gynecologic oncologist (Spain); Catriona Doyle, patient (Ireland); Catherine Durdux, radiation oncologist (France); Sheila Elmes, patient (Ireland); Gemma Eminowicz, clinical oncologist (United Kingdom); Ane Gerda Zeriksson, gynecologic oncologist (Norway); Serkan Erkanli, gynecologic oncologist (Turkey); Henrik Falconer, gynecologic oncologist (Sweden); Daniela Fanni, pathologist (Italy); Annamaria Ferrero, gynecologic oncologist (Italy); Daniela Fischerova, gynecologic oncologist (Czech Republic); Anne Floquet, medical oncologist (France); Cristina Frutusoo, gynecologic oncologist (Portugal); Antonia Furtado, pathologist (Portugal); Luca Fuso, obstetrician gynecologist (Italy); Ketan Kumar Gajjar, gynecologic oncologist (United Kingdom); Isabella Maria Giovanna Garassino, medical oncologist (Italy); Christine Gennigs, medical oncologist (Belgium); Prafull Ghatage, gynecologic oncologist (Canada); Elpida-Linda Giannikaki, pathologist (Greece); Antonio Gil-Moreno, gynecologic oncologist (Spain); Laurence Gladieff, medical oncologist (France); Mikael Gorostidi, gynecologic oncologist (Spain); Perry Grigsby, radiation oncologist (United States of America); Christoph Grimm, gynecologic oncologist (Austria); Karin Grisan, clinical oncologist (Estonia); Esther Guerrilla Fernandez, pathologist (Spain); Kristensen Gunnar, gynecologic oncologist (Norway); Christine Haie-Meder, radiation oncologist (France); Herman Halper, obstetrician gynecologist (Croatia); David Hardisson, pathologist (Spain); Annette Hasenburg, gynecologic oncologist (Germany); Gines Hernandez Cortes, obstetrician gynecologist (Spain); Fernanda Herrera, radiation oncologist (Switzerland); Cathrine Holland, gynecologic oncologist (United Kingdom); Peter Hoskin, clinical oncologist (United Kingdom); Arunachalam Ilancheran, gynecologic oncologist (Singapore); Letelnaki, gynecologic oncologist (Spain); Ibon Jaunarena, gynecologic oncologist (Spain); Kirsten Marie Jochemsen, gynecologist (Denmark); Florence Joly, medical oncologist (France); Ina Jurgenlamm-Schul, radiation oncologist (The Netherlands); Ioannis Kalogiannidis, gynecologic oncologist (Greece); Deni Karelovic, gynecologic oncologist (Croatia); Vesna Kesić, gynecologic oncologist (Serbia); Pearly Khaw, radiation oncologist (Australia); Gurkan Kisan, gynecologic oncologist (Turkey); Alexandra-Timea Kirsch-Mangu, radiation oncologist (Romania); Jaroslav Klat, gynecologic oncologist (Czech Republic); Heinz Kölbl, gynecologic oncologist (Austria); Zoird Tibor Krasznai, obstetrician gynecologist (Hungary); Antonio Lagoa, gynecologist (Portugal); Joel Laufer, gynecologist (Uruguay);
Naomi Lavan, radiation oncologist (Ireland); Kimseng Law, gynecologic oncologist (Taiwan); Jacob Christian Lindegaard, clinical oncologist (Denmark); Chien-Ting Liu, medical oncologist (Taiwan); Mathieu Luyckx, gynecologic oncologist (Belgium); Jose Claudio Maanon, obstetrician gynecologist (Spain); Sven Mahner, gynecologic oncologist (Germany); Suzana Manzhaka-Kerliu, pathologist (Kosovo); Jose Maria Mariconde, gynecologic oncologist (Argentina); Claudia Mateou, pathologist (Sweden); Visnja Matkovic, gynecologic oncologist (Croatia); Mary McCormack, clinical oncologist (United Kingdom); Juan Manuel Medina-Castro, gynecologic oncologist (Mexico); Santosh Menon, gynecologic oncologist (India); Sebastianj Merlo, gynecologic oncologist (Israel); Swarupa Mitra, radiation oncologist (India); Milos Mylncek, gynecologic oncologist (Slovakia); Ole Mogensen, gynecologic oncologist (Denmark); Sabina Murshudova, gynecologic oncologist (Azerbaijan); Alexander Mustea, obstetrician gynecologist (Germany); Eva Myriokefalitaki, gynecologic oncologist (United Kingdom); Henrique Nabais, gynecologic oncologist (Portugal); Esten Nakken, radiation oncologist (Sweden); Gregg Nelson, gynecologic oncologist (Canada); Eva-Maria Niine-Roolai, gynecologic oncologist (Estonia); Natalia Nizieva, pathologist (Russia); Ines Nobre-Gois, radiation oncologist (Portugal); Felipe Ojeda, obstetrician gynecologist (Spain); Maja Pakiz, gynecologic oncologist (Austria); Patricia Pautier, medical oncologist (France); Pedro Alessandro Peccatori, obstetrician gynecologist (Italy); Anna Myriam Perrone, gynecologist (Italy); Anna Pesci, pathologist (Italy); Suzana Pessini, gynecologic oncologist (Brazil); Johanna Pijnenborg, gynecologic oncologist (The Netherlands); Kazimierz Pitynski, gynecologic oncologist (Poland); Stephan Polterauer, gynecologic oncologist (Austria); Jordi Ponce, gynecologist (Spain); Olga Ponomareva, medical oncologist (Ukraine); Melanie Powell, clinical oncologist (United Kingdom); Jiri Presl, gynecologic oncologist (Czech Republic); Mario Preti, gynecologist (Italy); Khalil Razvi, gynecologic oncologist (United Kingdom); Mikulas Redeca, gynecologic oncologist (Slovenia); Alexander Reinthaller, gynecologic oncologist (Austria); Vera Ribeiro, gynecologist (Portugal); Freydon Ronaghi, gynecologic oncologist (Austria); Ramon Rovira, gynecologic oncologist (Spain); Angeles Rovirosa, radiation oncologist (Spain); Vilis Rudaitis, gynecologist (Lithuania); Mameri Saadia Houria, pathologist (Algeria); Andres Sacristan, obstetrician gynecologist (Spain); Vanda Salutari, gynecologic oncologist (Italy); Marco Sanchez, gynecologic oncologist (Peru); Apostolos Sarivalasis, medical oncologist (Switzerland); Christian Schauer, gynecologic oncologist (Austria); Maximilian Schmid, radiation oncologist (Austria); Dietmar Schmidt, pathologist (Germany); Susy Marie Elisabeth Scholl, clinical oncologist (France); Yakir Segev, gynecologic oncologist (Israel); Paul Sevelda, gynecologic oncologist (Austria); Aliyev Shamistan, gynecologic oncologist (Azerbaijan); Tayup Simsek, gynecologic oncologist (Turkey); Shalini Singh, radiation oncologist (India); Vasilios Sioulas, gynecologic oncologist (Greece); Dounia Skalli Chrisostome, gynecologist (France); Erik Soegaard-Andersen, gynecologic oncologist (Denmark); Synnove Staff, gynecologic oncologist (Finland); Simona Stolnicu, pathologist (Romania); Gavin Charles Edward Stuart, gynecologic oncologist (Canada); Maciej Stukan, gynecologic oncologist (Poland); Li Te Tan, clinical oncologist (United Kingdom); Rafal Tarkowski, gynecologic oncologist (Poland); Cagatay Taskiran, gynecologic oncologist (Turkey); Maria Topalidou, radiation oncologist (Greece); Helen Trihia, pathologist (Greece); Philippe Tummers, gynecologic oncologist (Belgium); Katrien Vandecastelee, radiation oncologist (Belgium); Jacobus van der Velden, gynecologic oncologist (The Netherlands); Koen van de Vijver, pathologist (Belgium); Toon van Gorp, gynecologic oncologist (Belgium); Rasa Vanseviciute Petkевичienė, gynecologic oncologist (Lithuania); Ignacio Vazquez, medical oncologist (United Kingdom); August Vidal, pathologist (Spain); Nadia Villena Salinas, pathologist (Denmark); David Wachter, pathologist (Germany); Nicola Weidner, radiation oncologist (Germany); Eva Weis, radiation oncologist (Austria); Henrica MJ Werner, gynecologic oncologist (The Netherlands); Henrike Westerveld, radiation oncologist (The Netherlands); Jacek Wilczynski, gynecologic oncologist (Poland); Oda Petronela Witteveen, medical oncologist (The Netherlands); Paulo Zanvettor, gynecologic oncologist (Brazil); Alain Zeimet, gynecologic oncologist (Austria); Paolo Zola, gynecologic oncologist (Italy).